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1. Introduction and notations 
Spectral mapping theorems for essential spectra haye been investigated by 
B. GRAMSCH and D. LAY [1] even in the case if T is a closed unbounded linear operator 
with nonvoid resolvent set. However, their results do not apply to the essential 
spectra of semigroups of linear operators, for' in this case the mapping / is not 
locally holomorphic on a neighborhood of the extended spectrum of T. The aim of 
this paper is to extend the results of [1] to semigroups of linear operators in Banach 
spaces. 
Let X, Y denote complex Banach spaces, B(X, Y) the space of bounded linear 
operators from X to Y and set B(X)=B(X, X). We shall always assume that the 
semigroup {r(i), />0}c:i?(X) is of class (A), and additional restrictions will be 
explicitly stated (cf. [2, pp. 321—323]). A will denote the infinitesimal generator 
of n O -
Let V be a closed linear operator with domain D(V)<zX and range R(V)cX. 
Suppose that the resolvent set g(V) of V is nonvoid. The nullity of V, n(V) is the 
dimension of the kernel N(V). The defect of V, d(V) is the algebraic dimension of the 
quotient vector space XjR(V). The index of V, ind(F) is n(V)—d(V), where 
is undefined. The ascent of V, a(V) is the smallest nonnegative integer p such 
that N(VP)=N(VP+1). The descent of V, e( V) is the smallest nonnegative integer q 
with R(V")—R( Vq+1). If no such p or q exist, set a(V) = °° or e(V) = respectively. 
A comprehensive survey of the essential spectra of V has been given in [1]. 
To unify notation, we shall define them by means of regularity sets Gt (i = 1, 2, ..., 11) 
as follows. V€Gt if and only if 
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Gl : V - * € B ( n 
G2 : i n d ( K ) = O a n d a ( K ) = e ( K ) < = ° , 
G3 : ind(K)=0, 
G4 : ind (V) is finite, 
G5 : n (K)< - and A ( V ) = A ( J ) for some P=PKB{X), 
G6 : rf(F)<oo and N(V)=R(P) for some P=P*£B(X), 
G, : n(V)<oo and R(V) is closed, 
C 8 : 
G9 : G 7UG 8 , 
G10: R(V) is closed, 
G u : a ( V ) < ooand e (F)coo . 
We shall omit nomenclature, for it is not unified in the literature. It is clear that 
the following relations hold: 
iG 6 cG 8 l 
G 1 c G 2 c G 3 c G 4 c j c 6 9 c 6 1 0 . 
PI lG6cG,J 
G u 
We remark that the following example shows that in general we do not have 
B(X)nGnczG10. 
E x a m p l e . P u t X=l2 a n d f o r x2, ...)£X de f ine Vx=(0,xl3 
0, 1/3*3,0, 1/5jc6, 0, ...). Then V is compact and dim/?(F) = °°, hence R(V) is not 
closed. Further V2=0, thus a(V)—2, and e(V)=2, contrary to the required contain-
ment relation. 
The essential spectrum J f(F) is the set of complex numbers c such that 
V—c= V—cI^Gi 0 = 2 , 3 , . . . , 11; for i = l we get the spectrum of V). We emphasize 
that J((K) is a subset of the proper complex plane ( /= 1, 2, . . . , 11), contrary to the 
definitions of [1, pp. 30—31]. In what follows we intend .to prove mapping theorems 
of the type 
e x p f t e ^ M c j j i n O ] , 
which is well-known for i= 1. Theorem 10 will show that the converse relations as a 
rule cannot be expected to be true. 
We remark that a projection operator will always be understood to belong to 
B(X), X* will denote the adjoint space of X and V* the adjoint of the operator V. 
From the method of the proofs it will be seen that, according to the results of 
[9, pp. 285—286], some spectral mapping theorems for essential spectra of cosine 
operator functions can be proved by a similar method. In this connection we take 
the opportunity to note that Theorem 3 in [9, p. 285] has been misstated, and the 
following should be substituted for it. The author apologizes for the error. 
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T h e o r e m 3. [9] If C is a cosine operator function, A its generator and s£R, 
then c h {s f^A)} c a ( C ( s ) } . Further, if a is complex number and a2-A has the spectral 
property Pv (u = 1, 2, 3), then so does c h ( a s ) — C ( s ) . 
The proof remains unchanged. 
Let T(t) be a semigroup of class (A), and A its infinitesimal generator. In what 
follows we will heavily rely on the definitions and results of the operational calculus 
and spectral theory as developed in [2, Chapters 15, 16]. The most relevant results 
are summarized in the following lemma (cf. [2, Theorem 16.6.1]). 
L e m m a 1. Let <p be a real-valued Borel measurable submultiplicative function 
on [0, co) with <p(0) = l . Suppose gi£f((p), A<(p, then the linear operator F(g; A) 
defined by 
for x£X1(A)~{xfX; ( l im T(t)x=x} has a unique bounded linear extension F(g)£ 
d£(X). Moreover, the complex function 
is defined and holomorphic for R e c < w 0 = Iim t 1 log<p(r) . Suppose a£Sf(<p), t—co 
A~<<p, c£s1 (A). Then there exist a submultiplicative cp' such that A-^q>\ ¿f((p)cz£f((p'), 
and an element b£Sf(cp') such that 
2. Spectral mapping theorems 
F(g; A)x = / T(i)xdg(t) 
o 




F(a)-/(a; c) = (A-c)F(b), 
[F(a)-f(a;c)]x= F(b)(A-c)x for x^D(A). 
The most important special case is described in 
L e m m a 2. For every t>0 and c complex, 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
r ( / ) - e " = CA-c)F, 
[T(t)—ec']x = F(A—c)x for xiD(A), 
where F£B{X), and for xÇX^A) 
( 5 ) Fx = F'cx = e" f e~€STÇs)xds. 
o 
Further, i f T ( t ) is of class (1, A), then (5) holds for every x£X. 
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Proof . A closer inspection of the proof of [2, Theorem 16.6.1] shows that if 
a=et, i.e. F(a) = T(t), f(a; c)=ect, then (1) and (2) hold for every complex c, and 
F=F(b) is given by (5) for xZX^A). Moreover, if T(t) is of class (1, A), then the 
right side of (5) is defined for every X, and 
i t 
\\fe-"T{s)xds\\* f |e""| ||r(s)||<fe||*|| s /q*| | . 
0 0 
Thus the operators on both sides of (5) are bounded and coincide on the dense set 
Xi (A), hence on all of A'. 
Remark. In what follows we will prove theorems of the following type: 
c£s,(A) implies ec'£s,(T(t)) for / > 0 , or equivalently, 
(6) ' T^-e^'^G-, implies A-c£Gt (t > 0). 
Since for every complex number c the operator B=A—c is the infinitesimal generator 
of the semigroup S(t)=e~e,T(t) of the same class (see [2, pp. 357—359]), we may 
and will restrict ourselves in the statements and proofs to the case c = 0 in (6). For a 
fixed t > 0 we shall often write, for the sake of brevity, 
(7) V = T ( t ) - I , V0 = FA. 
T h e o r e m 1. If T(t)—1^GT, then A^G1. 
Proof . To avoid trivialities we assume dim X= Since Vz>FA, therefore 
N(A)<zN(V), hence n(A)<By assumption, there is a projection P of X onto 
N(V), i.e. 
X= PX®{I-P)X = N{V)®X', 
where P^I. R{V) is closed, thus for x^X 
where 0 and n^N(V). Hence 
||K*|| ^ | | ( / - P ) * | | = <7 ' | | ( / -P )* | | . . 
For x<iD(A) we get ||/"|| • (|/lx|! Vx\\ ^q'\\(I-P)x\\. The equality F= 0 would 
imply N(V)=X, a contradiction, thus for x£D(A)i)X' we have 
(8) M*H S r||*|| ^ r^dist(*, iV(v4|Z')) ( r > 0), 
where A\X' denotes the restriction of A to D(A)f\X'. The set X'=(I-P)X is a 
closed subspace of X, hence A\X' is a closed operator. By (8), A\X' has closed 
range, and again [3, Lemma 333] yields that i?(/4) is closed, hence A^.G1. 
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T h e o r e m 2. T(t) — I€G8 implies A£GS. 
Proof . Since we obtain codim i? (^)scodim R(V), 
i.e. d(A)^d(V), and the assertion follows immediately. 
From these results we obtain the following 
C o r o l l a r y 1. T(t)-I£G, implies A£Gi(i=4, 9). 
T h e o r e m 3. I f T ( t ) is of class (1, A) and T { t ) - K G n , then AiGn. 
Proof . Since D(V)=X, the assumption implies that a(V)~e(V) —p, by 
[5, Theorem 5.41—E], I f />=0, then 1 6 e ( r ( 0 ) , hence A ^ G ^ G u , by [2, Theorem 
16.7.1]. If p > 0 , then [4, Theorem 2.1] yields that 1 is a pole of the resolvent operator 
R(c; T(t)) of order p. Then there exists a deleted neighborhood U of 0 in the complex 
plane such that c£U implies ec'£g(T(t)). The relations (3) and (4) yield then for 
c£U that 
(9) R(c; A) = R(ec';nt))Fc. 
Here we have emphasized that FC=F depends on c, by (5), and made use of the 
fact that R(ec'; T(t)) commutes with Fc. 
Since (5) holds for every x£X, it is easily seen that Fc is holomorphic on the-
whole complex plane, and (9) gives that R(c; A) is holomorphic in U. Moreover, 
P+1 
-t~p-1>0, there is a positive number q such that in a deleted c since lim 
c - o — i 
neighborhood U0c U of zero 
(10) < i l^+^II^C^'i -N^Vil-
1 is a pole of the resolvent of T(t) of order p and ||FC|| is locally bounded, hence 
the left side of (10) converges to 0, if c—0. But then c = 0 is a regular point or a pole 
of order sp of R(c; A), and we obtain from [5, Theorem 5.8-A] thaI a(A)=e(A) = 
—m^p. Thus A £ G n , and the proof is complete. 
The following related result may also be interesting. 
T h e o r e m 4. If T(t) is of class (A) and a(T{t)-I)=k-^^, then a(A)^k.; 
Proof . From (3) and (4) AFz>FA, hence FrA'x=Vrx for every x£D(A% 
r g 1. Suppose now xeD(Ak+1), Ak+1x=0, then J / 4 + 1 x = F ' t + 1 ^ + 1 x = 0 . By assump-
tion, we obtain FkAkx= Vkx=0, and we have to show that y—Akx=0. 
We know that Ay=0, and [2, Corollary 3, p. 347] yields that T(s)y=y for every 
t 
5>0, hence y^X1(A) and, by (5), Fy= jT(s)ydx—t-y. We obtain similarly that 
o '' ' 
tky=Fky=FkAkx=-0, h e n c e Akx=0, t h u s a{A)^k. 
T h e o r e m 5. If T(t) is of class (I, A) and T(t)-leG2, then A£G2. 
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Proof . By assumption, V£Gn, hence the proof of Theorem 3 yields that 
•a(A)=e(A)=m-=:Moreover, if m=0, then A£Gl<zG2, and if 0, then 0 is a 
boundary point of SiG4). Supposing the latter, we also establish that V€Gt, hence 
A£G4, by Corollary 1. Consequently, [4, Theorem 2.9] yields that n(A)=d(A)< 
hence A£G2. 
Concerning the regularity set Gs, our result is not quite general. We shall call a 
projection P£B{X) an ^-projection, if P[D(A)]<zD(A). 
T h e o r e m 6. If n(T(t)—I)<<x> and there is an A-projection P of X onto 
R(T(t)-l), then A£GS. 
Proof . By assumption, with the notation C—(I—P)X we have 
X = PX®{I-P)X = / { ( F ) © C . 
Since P is an ^-projection, we obtain 
(11) D(A) = [/? (F) fl D (A)] © [C fl £) (/4)], 
where the members of the direct sum are closed sets in the induced topology of the 
subset D(A)cX. Since A is closed, D(A) becomes a Banach space D under the norm 
|*| = ||*|| + M*II (*€0). 
It is easily seen that each set closed in the induced topology of D (A) is also closed in D. 
From (3) we see that R(F)<zD, hence R(V0)=R(FA)<zR(V)C\D. Further, 
if y£R(V)C\D, i.e. y=Vx£D, then we can construct a sequence {*fc}c£> such that 
V0xk-^~Vx (here — denotes convergence in D, and — will denote convergence in X). 
Indeed, for fcxwx put xk—kR(k\ A)x^D, then * (& — =*>), hence V0xk — Vx 
¡because V0czF€B(X). On the other hand AV0xk=kAVR(k; A)x=kAR(k; A)y= 
=kR(k; A)Ay—AVx, as asserted, hence /?(F„) is £»-dense in PiZ). 
It is clear that A£B(D, X) and, s incefor*6^ |F*| = ||F*|| +|| Vx\\ ^(K^KJWxW, 
we establish that F£B(X, D). By assumption, V^B(X) has property (A) as defined 
by B. Y O O D [ 6 , p. 6 0 0 ] : I ? ( F ) is closed and N ( F ) < o o . Since AF= V, [ 6 , Theorem 3 . 5 ] 
yields that Fhas property (A). Since F £ G 7 , Theorem 1 gives that A also has property 
(A). Since V0=FA, we have V0£B(D), and [6, Theorem 3.4] implies that F„ has 
property (A), hence R(V0) is closed in D, consequently R(V0) = R{V){~\D. 
We obtain from (11) 
<12) D = R{V0)®[CC\ D] 
where the members of the direct sum are closed sets in D. Hence there exists a pro-
jection Q£B(D) of D onto JR(F0). Since V0=FA, [6, Theorem 5.1] yields that there 
exists a projection R£B(X) of X onto R(A) and n(A) < «>, thus the proof is finished. 
T h e o r e m 7. T(t)-I£G6 implies A€G„. 
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Proof . By assumption, there exists a projection Q of X onto N(V)\ here 
Q£B(X, N(V)). An inspection of the proof of [2, Theorem 16.7.2] yields that there 
always exists a projection P£B(N(V)) of N(V) onto N(A), hence R=PQ£B(X), 
and the range of R is N(A). For every x£X we have R?x=PQ(PQx)=P2Qx=Rx, 
hence R is a projection of X onto N(A). Further, F£<J8, thus Theorem 2 implies 
A£Ge. 
Concerning the essential spectrum s10 we have a positive result merely in the 
case A£B(X). It is nevertheless remarkable, because in general there is no contain-
ment relation between 51 0(/(/ l)) and / ( s ^ A ) ) , if / is a complex-valued function 
which is locally holomorphic on an open set containing ^(d) , see [1, p. 29]. (In 
our case f(z)=e'z.) 
T h e o r e m 8. Suppose T(t) is a uniformly continuous group of operators, i.e. 
A£B(X). IfT(t)-l£G10 for some i^O, then A£Gi9. 
Proof . Clearly we may and will assume / > 0 . Since A£B(X), thus V=FA and 
F(A(X)) is closed. Since F is continuous, the inverse image A(X)JrN(F) — 
=R(A)+N(F) is closed in X. We show that N(F)cR(A). 
Let M denote N(V) and, according to the proof of [2, Theorem 16.7.2], define 
the pro jec t ions Jr£B(M) b y 
t 
J,x = r 1 f e-2™s"T(s)xds (x€M). 
o ' 
Then Jr(M)=N(A—cr), where cr=2rc irr1 (r integer). Since ^ ( d ) is compact, 
there is a positive integer k such that / P = 0 for |r| >k, thus formula (16.7.5) of 
[2, p. 468] reduces to 
k 
(13) x = 2 J,x for x£M. 
r=—k 
t 
By (5) (with c=0) , Fx= f T(s)xds=tJ0x for xfM, thus the fact that N(F)aM 
implies N(F)=N(J0). Hence for xf_N(F), (13) yields 
(14) x = 2 Jrx ( r * 0). 
r=-k 
For r^O we have Jr(M)=N(A - c r ) = {jc £ JST; x = A c ~ 1 x } c R ( A ) , thus from (14) 
we obtain N(F)c:R(A), hence A£G10 and the proof is completed. 
It is remarkable that in general no similar mapping theorem holds for the 
essential spectrum sB. More exactly, we have 
T h e o r e m 9. There is a Banach space X and an A£B(X) such that c £ s 3 ( / 4 ) 
for some complex c, while ec'$s3(T(t)) for some 0 (here T(t) denotes the group 
generated by A). 
9 A 
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Proof . For every real number s define 
0 5 ) W - ^ 0 ' : 
K is the Fourier transform of some k€ L^(—i.e. 
CO 
_K(s) = . f e * k ( t ) d t 
— oo 
(see, e.g., [8, pp. 13—14]). Let X denote LP(Q, (/>S l), or any other of the spaces 
in (6.4) of [8, p. 38]. Define A £B(X) by 
[Ax](t) = f k(t—s)x(s)ds, 
. . . o 
then MilsUfcll!. If z is a complex number such that z^K(s) for — then 
(16) v = v(z) = —~^ J arg(/sf(i) — z) = ind(/4 — z), 1 
— oo i ' 
moreover, u = 0 implies Z£Q(A), d > 0 implies N(A —Z)=v and d(A—Z)=0, while 
D<0 implies N(A-z)=0 and d(A-z)= -v (see [8, p. 61] and [7, p. 109]). 
Put (2k—1) (k integer), r=8rc, then {c*} is the set of all complex solutions 
8 
of the equation e"= — 1. From (15) and (16) we see that because of the properties 
of K(s) : , 
(17) n(A-c^ = d ok and d(A-ck) = ,5U, 
where S is the Kronecker symbol. 
Let T(t) be the group generated by A, then T(t) is continuous in the uniform 
operator topology. [2, Theorem 16.7.2] yields that iV(7,(/-) + l) is the closed linear 
subspace generated by {JV(A — ck)}, hence by (17) 
(18) n(T(r)+l) = n(A-c0) = 1. 
From (17) we see that R(A—ck) is closed, because d(A—ck)< co for every k. 
A result of GRAMSCH and L A Y ([1, p. 22] for <r5 and f ( z ) = erz) then yields that 
d{T(r) +l)< oo, hence R(T(r)+1) is closed. Then we have 
(19) n(A*-ck) = d(A-ck) and ¿ ( T ( r ) + l ) = « ( T ( / - ) * + l ) . 
A*£B(X*), hence it generates the uniformly continuous group {T(t)*}czB(X*). 
Applying [2, Theorem 16.7.2] now to the adjoint group, we obtain from (17) and 
(19) that 
(20) rf(J(r)+l) = 7 I ( r ( r r + l ) = « ( ^ - c 1 ) = l , 
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hence, by (18), ind (Г(г)+1)=0. From (17) we obtain ind ( Л - с 0 ) = 1 , thus c0£s3(A), 
though 6°*'= — 1 $ s3(T(r)). The proof is complete. 
Remark. Some of the theorems and proofs obviously extend to the more 
general situation described in Lemma 1. Others apparently do not. 
According to the results of GRAMSCH and LAY [ 1 ] , if A£B(X), then some of 
the theorems above admit a converse in the well-known sense. However, we have 
T h e o r e m 10. There exist a strongly continuous group T(t) and a complex p 
such that />€.у,(Т(1)) for i= 1 , 2 , . . . , 11, whereas C£Q(A) for every complex С with 
f=p. 
Proof . We can take the example of [2, p. 469], and put X=l2, T(t){¿„} = 
= {e"°b„}. Then T(t) is a strongly continuous group. It is shown there that if 
P£CA(T( 1)) (the nonvoid continuous spectrum), then every С is an element of Q(A). 
Moreover, with the notation U= T(l)—p the set R(U) is not closed, hencep€s t(T( 1)) 
for /=1 , 2 , . . . , 10. Since U is 1—1 and R{U)^X, we have a(U)=0, e(U)^0. But 
then e(U)= (see [5, pp. 272—273]), hence /»€iu(7Xl)). 
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